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Overview

● Why do we want this?
○ You want to protect sensitive information
○ Protect the right of people to privacy
○ It’s easier to eavesdrop than users expect

● How do we do it?
○ Implement (minimal subset of) Ethernet standard
○ Use tried-and-true setup of AES
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Single Round of Encryption
● Four main steps

○ SubBytes
■ Use a substitution table to replace 

the byte in the input with different 
bytes

○ ShiftRows
■ Cyclically shift rows to de-align the 

columns
○ MixColumns

■ Calculate new columns by taking 
linear combinations of the input

○ AddRoundKey
■ XOR each byte of input with byte 

of generated key



Ethernet Port!!!
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Can’t access Ethernet cable directly



The RMII Interface
(this is just the 
receive part)



The RMII Interface

Two signals 
mixed into one

Asserted 
asynchronously

LSBit first,
MSByte first???

(this is just the 
receive part)



The RMII Interface (State Diagram)

IDLE PREAMBLE RECEIVINGWAITING IDLE

Return to idle on error



How Ethernet Works

CRC32

String of 
“1010…”, ending 

with “11”
MAC 

Addressing

Min 64 bytes
Max 1518 bytes

(ignore for now)
(there are 1000 ways to take 
a CRC, even with the same 

polynomial)

(i.e. “11” is the most 
significant dibit of the 

last byte!)



Robust to Dropped/Incomplete Packets

Missing/Incomplete 
packets not disastrous

The sender cycles through 
same image data over and 

over again, so we will 
eventually receive all the data

BUT! AES has to operate in ECB mode 
(insecure) for this to work

(Stretch goal: flow control and CBC mode)



Ethernet is Hard :(



Ethernet is Hard :(

Logic 
wrong?

Constraints 
wrong? PHY 

misconfigured?

Frames 
dropped?

Wireshark 
misconfigured?



Ethernet is Hard :(

Can’t just 
probe!

Tradeoff: More reliable 
communication but 

harder to debug



Timeline

Nov 5 Nov 12 Nov 19 Nov 26 Dec 3

INTEGRATION!

BUFFER / 
STRETCH

(one round)


